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Planting the forest of the future

A

t a research station in the Okanagan and premature. Plants moved by humans may
valley in British Columbia, a few kilo- become invasive in their new haunts or just fail
metres outside the town of Vernon, to thrive. Yet O’Neill thinks the potential gains
orderly rows of trees run alongside in terms of timber production and forest health
the road. Many of the conifers stand tall and are worth the risk.
full, producing seeds destined for plantations
The Canadian province is a pioneer in
around the province. But one dusty brown field the field of adaptation, according to Gerald
is filled with lines of seedlings just ankle high. Rehfeldt, a retired United States Forest ServGreg O’Neill, 45, who planted the trees in April, ice geneticist based in Moscow, Idaho, who
walks among them with a slightly paternal air. has long championed moving trees. “British
They are part of a very slow experiment that will Columbia is ahead of everybody in the western
yield the first results that are useful to policy- hemisphere,” he says.
makers just about in time for him to retire.
O’Neill’s experiment is called the Assisted
In a world in which
Migration Adaptation
Trial (AMAT) and it
many scientists fret about
“Douglas fir grows from
what foresters call a
the toll that global warmMexico to British Columbia, is
provenance trial. The
ing is exacting on nature,
but move it 700-metres
O’Neill is actually doing
AMAT is taking seedlings
something about it. A
from 40 spots in British
elevation downhill and you
research scientist for the
Washington
will be growing toothpicks.” Columbia,
British Columbia Minisstate, Oregon and Idaho
— Greg O’Neill and planting them in 48
try of Forests, he is moving
sites all over those same
seedlings to areas that are
outside their current comfort zone to test how areas. All told, 16 species are involved in the
they might handle the warmer conditions of the project (see ‘Testing assisted migration’).
future. And he is behind a government push to
One element of the project tests whether
move tree populations into new areas to prepare moving trees north will enable them to fare
better as the climate changes around them.
them for the warming climate.
Some hail the policy as pragmatic and forward- Another part of the experiment turns the clock
thinking, but others label it as dangerous forwards on the forests by taking commercially
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important trees and moving them south, forcing
them to endure a warmer climate, quickly simulating years of climate change.
O’Neill expects 50% of his seedlings to
die, mainly because trees are highly diverse
genetically and are often adapted to specific
local climates. Take a Douglas fir from the
coast and bring it inland, and it may well die
within a few years. If it doesn’t, the chances are
that it will be small, pest ridden or crooked.
“Douglas fir grows from Mexico City to central British Columbia, but move it 700-metres
elevation downhill at any location, and you
will be growing toothpicks,” says O’Neill.

Warmer woods
A prototype spruce-only provenance trial on
an adjacent patch gives a preview of how some
of these seedlings might look in five years. A
few are about chest height, others are half or
a quarter as tall. Some are dead or half dead,
their tops dry and bent into a ‘shepherd’s crook’,
invaded by white pine weevil. In general,
ones from farther away fare worse.
O’Neill sees a similar pattern at older
provenance plantings, some now 50 years old.
These trials were planted before climate change
was an acknowledged problem. The idea was
to see if new combinations of populations and
areas could lead to better yields — this works
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While conservation biologists debate whether to move organisms threatened by the warming
climate, one forester in British Columbia is already doing it. Emma Marris reports.
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because trees are not always particularly well
adapted to their locations.
Throughout the province, O’Neill thinks
that many trees are already feeling the effects
of climate change. “We see some really ugly
trees out there,” says O’Neill. “Maybe the pest
and pathogen outbreaks we are seeing are compounded by that maladaptation.”
The mountain pine beetle has spread
through the province in recent years, turning
healthy lodgepole pines a desiccated red colour as it kills them. So far, 14.5 million hectares
are affected1 — an area larger than Greece. The
warming of the climate is widely thought to be
a factor in the outbreak — usually low temperatures in the winter would kill off much of
the beetle population.
For the Northern Hemisphere, climate models
agree that regions in the north will warm more
and faster than areas nearer the equator. British Columbia had already warmed 0.7 °C in the
decade to 2006 (ref. 2) — almost as much as
the globe has warmed over the past century —
and a middle-of-the-road climate simulation
for British Columbia projects another half a
degree increase every decade. The province
is not alone in facing changes to its forests.
One analysis suggests that 88% of the western
United States will see a turnover in the kinds
of tree communities it hosts by the end of the
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people. Of the province’s 60 million hectares
of forest, 25 million hectares are commercial
forests, and when one area is logged, trees must
be replanted. To foresters, the projections of
future change looked a bit like an instruction
manual of what to plant where. “When they
showed that the climates represented by the
forestry zones would shift really huge distances,
it really hit home much more than saying the
climate would warm 4 °C,” says O’Neill.
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Examples of tree species being planted in
assisted-migration plots.

Layers of fear
The forest forecasts were just one of the things
that scared foresters and policy-makers in British Columbia into action, says O’Neill. Another
was the mountain pine beetles. “People
see red trees as far as the eye can see and it
becomes easier to implement some rather
aggressive policies,” he says. The final things
that crystallized opinion were the forest fires
caused by drought in 1998 and 2003.
As a result, in April, the province started
systematically moving seeds uphill in what
ecologists call the first widespread instance
of assisted migration. The action came about
through a change in the rules governing how
timber companies replant. British Columbia,
like most other wood-producing areas, has
planting policies designed to take advantage
of the local adaptation of trees. After companies log an area, they must chose seeds from
nearby for replanting. Rules vary by species
but, before this year, generally, a seed could be
moved only within about 200 kilometres north,
south, east or west and 200 metres downhill or
up to 300 metres uphill from its origin.
The new rule stretches the elevation guidelines
so that seeds can be moved up to 500 metres
uphill, in accordance with the idea that moving trees substantially higher in elevation
will help them thrive in conditions to come.
“These changes encourage planting seed that
is adapted to climates about 2 °C warmer than
907
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Greg O’Neill surveys a 5-year-old
experimental planting in
British Columbia.

century3. On the other hand, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
predicts that rising carbon dioxide levels
will lead to more growth, creating bigger
trees and boosting the forestry industry
in some regions4.
If foresters stopped replanting trees,
the wind and birds would carry pollen
and seeds in all directions, and trees
would thrive wherever seeds landed in
a spot with a suitable climate. But judging from the results of past provenance
tests, says O’Neill, this would be no slow
and stately march. It would be more like
a scrappy scramble, with few trees doing
very well, and individual types moving in different directions at different speeds. For a long
time to come, forests would probably look a bit
more raggedy, stunted and jumbled. Not ideal
for producing timber.
The possible changes were brought home to
foresters in British Columbia by a 2006 study 2
containing maps of what the climate in British
Columbia might look like in 2025, 2055 and
2085. It shows that forestry zones — which
include trees and their environment — will
shift substantially. The ‘climate envelope’
of trees whose ranges now end in the province will move at least 100 kilometres north
a decade. For example, a ponderosa-pine
ecosystem, now found only in sunny spots
around the Vancouver area, may well spread
into the boreal forest in the northeast of the
province. But dozens of factors, including the
trees’ genetic variability, the direct effect of
increased carbon dioxide on growth and the
complexities of migration will affect whether
the trees make it all 100 kilometres.
For British Columbia, forecasts of natural
tree movement tell only part of the story
because most new trees there are planted by
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Whitebark pine is threatened by global warming.

the planting site, to account for climate change
in the past century and changes anticipated in
the first portion of the planted tree’s lifetime,”
says O’Neill.
According to Jim Snetsinger, British
Columbia’s chief forester, foresters are fans of
the change and eager for even more flexibility
in policies so that they can chase the climate
further. “They’re looking for something bigger,” he says.
Another potential action would be moving
species outside their historical ranges. Neither
O’Neill in his AMAT nor forestry companies
have gone that far; they are moving populations of trees around within their historical
range. But O’Neill says the more substantial
movement is a natural extension of what he
is doing.

E. MARRIS

Upping the stakes
So far, the tree transplanting has happened only
with commercial timber. But O’Neill is talking
about “taking it to a new level” by putting in the
odd hectare of southern seed in places such as
parks and extremely remote forests in the province, places not likely to be logged and replanted
for a long time, if ever. He’s calling the idea
“directed diaspora”. When the temperature has
risen, O’Neill hopes that the genes to adapt trees
to the heat will already be circulating. “Why not
give them a boost?” he says.
But many conservation biologists think that
moving species around is a bad idea. Humans
have carted plants and animals all over the
globe, intentionally and unintentionally, for
millennia. Some of these movements have
gone spectacularly badly when the ‘invasive’ species have been successful enough to
drive native species to extinction, especially
on islands and in lakes. Invasive pine species
have swamped the diverse fynbos shrublands
of South Africa, sucking up the area’s water in
the process, for example.
The Monterey pine has been on both sides.
Its native range includes a tiny sliver of the California coast and a couple of islands off Baja Cal908
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ifornia in Mexico, where it is cies around. “This is not an issue in Europe,”
considered to be threatened by he says, “as this has been done by foresters for
development and by an inva- centuries.”
sive tree disease. But the pine
Although conservationists are often opposed
has itself turned into an invader to moving species, some have started to reconin Australia, South Africa and sider assisted migration (also called managed
several other Southern Hemi- relocation and assisted colonization). Some
sphere countries, where it was conservationists see it as the only way to
planted for timber.
save some slow-moving species from climate
Daniel Simberloff, an change. The idea has been proposed for the
ecologist at the University California quino checkerspot butterfly and the
of Tennessee in Knoxville whitebark pine, whose seeds are an important
specializing in invasion food for some bear species. But among even
biology, calls British Columbia’s programme the most vocal proponents of this tactic, some
“a waste of time”. He sees the whole notion think that O’Neill is going too fast.
of assisted migration as a bandwagon that
“This experiment is wonderful, I am glad
has lately become chic. He is less worried he is doing it,” says Dov Sax, an ecologist
about moving populations within the his- at Brown University in Providence, Rhode
torical range of a species than with moving Island. But, he says, the idea of moving seeds
a species beyond its range. But O’Neill’s AMAT into natural forests gives him the shivers. “The
trial won’t be able to inform
thought of planting a couple
policy for a long time, says
of hectares of trees far to the
“I would want to know
Simberloff. “He’ll be dead
north of where people cura lot more about
before there are any real data
rently harvest — that sounds
from this.” Meanwhile, Sima little scary to me.” Sax calls
pathogens and insects
berloff says, there is just too
more study, and no prebefore I moved things.” for
great a chance that the transcipitous moves. But he admits
— Daniel Simberloff that his call for caution is as
located trees, or the diseases
they host, will become invapredictable as O’Neill’s eagersive. “I would want to know a lot more about ness to move ahead. “You can see why people
pathogens and insects before I moved things,” with a commercial interest are going to want to
he says. “There is very little evidence that it is find a solution as quickly as possible. Consergoing to help, and in addition there are poten- vationists, who have seen experiments go awry,
tial downsides.”
are going to be more cautious.”
So far, critics have either not noticed policy
The nervousness of conservation biologists
changes in British Columbia or felt that they and ecologists can also be partly explained by
have yet to cross a line. “We haven’t heard any- the fact that their subjects and, often, their
thing negative from anyone,” says Snetsinger.
passion, are ecosystems and all the co-evolved
Moving trees is also being mooted in Europe. interactions that compose them. Although
But, Csaba Mátyás, a forestry researcher at the they want to save species from extinction,
University of West Hungary in Sopron, says ideally they want to save species by saving
he hasn’t seen scientific concern spill over into ecosystems. When trees from farther south
action yet. Nevertheless, he and his European suddenly appear, the ecosystem has changed,
colleagues are pressing for change. And he sug- even if no species are harmed.
gests that the European public won’t be very
In the end, if O’Neill decides to move trees
worried about moving populations or spe- as he would like, it won’t matter much what
conservationists decide. Even if his directed
diasporas are banned from some tracts of land,
those protected areas will still be assailed by
the spread of seeds and a haze of lime green
pollen drifting from commercial plantings. ■
Emma Marris writes for Nature from
Columbia, Missouri.

A seedling planted this year in British Columbia.
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